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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Heart transplant rejection must be quickly and accurately identified to optimize anti-rejection therapies and prevent organ loss.
Expert evaluation of endomyocardial biopsies is labor-intensive,
and prone to human bias, and suffers from low inter-rater agreement. Additionally, the increased utility of digital pathology for
biopsy examination has exacerbated the need for additional image
quality control. To meet these challenges, we developed a novel
transplant rejection detection pipeline which automatically identifies histology slides in need of rescanning and highlights biopsy
regions showing potential signs of rejection. Our system leverages
a fast and effective automated patch-level quality filter as well as
state-of-the-art feature extraction techniques to provide quality
whole-slide level labeling of early rejection signs. We successfully
identified digital pathology images with poor image quality and
leveraged this quality gain to improve our novel weakly-supervised
learning model leading to significant transplant rejection classification performance of AUC: 70.12 (±20.74) %.

Histology, digital pathology, heart transplant, transplant rejection,
deep learning
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1

INTRODUCTION

Acute allograft rejection is a significant cause of heart transplant
failure. Frequent surveillance biopsies following transplantation are
needed for early detection and management of transplant rejection
[26]. Endomyocardial biopsies remain the gold standard for rejection detection [19]. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and light
microscopy allow for morphology-based grading of rejection status.
Some common rejection signs include mononuclear cells, damaged
myocytes, and edema [19]. However, due to the heterogeneity of
rejection response, acute rejection biopsy slides may miss areas of
diagnostic importance. As a result, repeated biopsies are required
to avoid misdiagnoses, with up to four rejection-negative biopsies
required to achieve a false rejection rate of 3.3% [24].
Histopathological analysis of transplant rejection is a difficult
and time-consuming process which requires extensive training and
is a difficult and time-consuming process [19]. Even with experience, pathologists often disagree on the presence of rejection within
biopsies, in part due to non-specific guidelines [31]. Significant artifacts can arise during slide preparation, storage, and digitization,
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antibody-mediated rejection (AMR) [7]. ACR is characterized by
cellular inflammation and is mediated through T-cell activation and
initial innate immune responses. While the classical form of AMR
is mitigated through donor matching [25], other antibody-mediated
responses can develop months or years post-transplantation [26].
Compared to ACR, AMR has a poor response to conventional immunosuppression therapy. Both rejection types can present concurrently [20].

2.3
Figure 1: Quality control is needed to remove irregularities.
including glass slide contamination and out-of-focus imaging. Figure 1 shows an example whole slide image annotated with regions
of significant imaging artifacts. This can significantly impact the
final image quality for use by pathologists and may hinder the
quality and reliability of automated classification approaches.
In this study, we apply an automated weakly-supervised learning
pipeline for whole-slide level prediction of allograft rejection from
H&E stained endomyocardial biopsies. Our overall workflow is
shown in Figure 2. Additionally, we implement stain-normalization,
tissue detection, and a quality control filter to further remove
patches containing artifacts and low-quality images. Using a combination of patch feature extraction and deep-learning based feature
aggregation, we show that our final classification model achieves
high accuracy on the whole-slide classification of rejection status .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we
provide a brief overview of whole slide imaging (WSI), heart transplant rejection, weakly supervised learning, and related works. In
section III we describe the endomyocardial biopsy WSI dataset,
patch generation, quality control filter, patch descriptor generation, weakly supervised learning, and shallow learning. Section IV
contains a discussion of quality control filter effects, rejection classification results, and model validation. Sections V and VI cover the
implications of our findings, future opportunities, and concluding
remarks.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Whole Slide Imaging
Recent regulatory approval has opened the door for the use of
automated image classifiers in the clinical pathology setting [4].
WSI can generate very high magnification (40X) and gigabyte-sized
images (over 100,000 x 100,000 pixels) and is already augmenting
(and in a few cases, replacing) traditional brightfield microscope
imaging [9, 13, 15, 16]. These large images need to be visualized with
special software allowing for real-time image exploration or expert
annotation [14]. This technology has been successfully leveraged
to generate automated pathology detection models in numerous
other diseases, including prostate and breast cancer [18, 29].

2.2

Heart Transplant Rejection

Transplant rejection is a consequence of host immune response.
Rejections can be subdivided into acute cellular rejection (ACR) and

Weakly supervised learning

The development and training of deep learning algorithms often require large, pathologist annotated datasets. These datasets
are very difficult to procure given the time required to expertly
describe the many important regions and structures present in a
single WSI, let alone thousands [9]. Additionally, the heterogeneity
of morphological phenotypes in ACR and AMR, combined with the
limited availability of localized feature annotations, presents a significant challenge to patch-labeling based approaches. Prior studies
have proposed weakly supervised machine learning algorithms to
predict rejection status from whole slide images, combined with attention modeling or whole-slide aggregation of patch-level features
[10, 27, 33].
Weakly supervised learning is a term referring to machine learning approaches that use limited ground-truth labels. Labels can
be of three types; incomplete supervision, where only a subset
of the training data is labeled; inexact supervision, where only
coarse-grained labels of the training data are available; and inaccurate supervision, where the labels are not the ground-truth values
[32]. Predicting heart transplant rejection falls under the second
category. Weakly supervised learning, in the context of histopathological image analysis, is a multiple instance learning approach
that uses image labels at the global level to localize image patches
that are the most useful for classification. Durand et al. proposed
a weakly supervised learning model WELDON which automatically selects useful regions from an image using the global label
[11]. The model is an end-to-end trainable CNN which extracts
features, selects relevant regions, and performs classification and
object detection. Courtiol et al. modified the WELDON approach
and proposed CHOWDER, to predict localized diseases in WSI
using whole-image disease labels [8]. Similar to WELDON, the
model is an end-to-end CNN model, using pre-trained ResNet-50
for feature extraction. After feature extraction, one-dimensional
embeddings of the features are calculated using a Fully Connected
Neural Network (FCNN) with a single hidden layer. The top and
bottom R embedding values are obtained using a Max/Min layer
and concatenated to obtain a feature vector for classification. The
classifier is a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) model with two hidden
layers. The idea behind using the top and bottom-k is that the top
instances support the presence of the class whereas the bottom
instances act as negative evidence, i.e., they support the absence of
the class.

2.4

Related Works

There is limited work on the automatic prediction of heart transplant rejection using endomyocardial biopsies due to the difficulty
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Figure 2: Workflow overview.
in obtaining labeled WSI datasets for research. Tong et al. implemented a deep neural network with regularization and dropout to
classify patients into rejection and non-rejection [27]. The wholeslide images were separated into regions of interest (ROIs) which
were further broken into patches. From each patch, 461 features
including nuclear density, the correlation between eosinophilic and
basophilic regions, and grey level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM)
correlation coefficient of neutrophilic regions were extracted and
concatenated to get 4610 features for each patient. These features
were then used by the deep neural network for classification. The
authors also used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce
the feature dimension for visualization and minimum-redundancy
maximum-relevance mutual information algorithm (mRMR) to rank
the features which are the most informative to the classification
problem. Our proposed model also uses pixel-level feature descriptors to train a weakly-supervised model.
Another work on this dataset used a two-stage classification
pipeline [10]. The whole-slide image was broken into patches and
features were extracted at both pixel-level (Haralick features from
GLCM and image histogram statistics) and object-level (nuclear
size, density and location). The patches were then grouped using
K-means clustering and the frequency of patches in each cluster
was used for classification of the whole-slide image. We leverage
the success of this work by applying feature clustering techniques
to quantify cluster membership of each patch (eg. SURF feature
quantification discussed in 3.4). Zhu et al. developed a multipleinstance learning model based on CHOWDER with dimensionality
reduction and unsupervised clustering [33]. Unlike the previous

models, a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) was used for feature
extraction. PCA was performed on the extracted features for dimensionality reduction and the components that explained 95% of
variance were selected for clustering. The output of the clustering
model was concatenated to get a feature vector which was used
by an MLP for classification. The quality control methods in these
previous works involved an empty patch check to remove patches
with no tissue and color normalization. Our work improves the
quality control step, filtering out-of-focus and non-tissue regions.
These additional quality checks are essential for our dataset which
contain significant quality concerns which are representative of
real-world clinical datasets.

3 METHODS
3.1 Dataset
Whole slide images from different patients were acquired from
H&E stained and paraffin-fixed pediatric endomyocardial biopsies
from the Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta (CHoA). A board-certified
cardiologist provided slide-level binary annotations (no rejection
and rejection), with the latter further graded by level of acute cellular (ACR) or antibody-mediated rejection (AMR). Figure 3 gives
a summary of the distribution of ACR and AMR by grade for all
WSIs Of a total of 43 WSIs, 18 were labeled no-rejection, with the
remaining 25 broken down as follows: 9 AMR-only, 2 ACR-only,
and 14 AMR/ACR co-presenting. Every WSI was obtained from a
different subject, decreasing the potential for subject-level batch
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and horizontal axes. This patch area was chosen after examining
many options at different WSI magnification levels and concluding that patches of size 256 × 256 × 3 at 10X magnification was
consistent with detecting rejection according to previous studies
and reviews on the subject [10, 19, 27, 33]. Patch coordinates were
then transformed into thumbnail coordinates and used to calculate
the percent tissue coverage for each patch from the tissue mask
thumbnail. Generated patches with less than 80% tissue representation were ignored to limit non-informative background contamination of patches. Patches were then color-normalized using the
thumbnail-level statistics generated as described above.

Figure 3: Distribution of ACR and AMR grades for labeled
WSIs.
effects [17]. Given our limited sample size, we focus on the binary
rejection/no-rejection classification problem.

3.2

Patch Generation

Significant image processing and filtering of generated patches
is necessary to achieve high-quality data for maximum final model
performance. The following steps are visualized in an example WSI
for additional clarity (Figure 4). First, low-resolution thumbnails
with a resolution one-tenth of the original WSIs were generated
from the full resolution images at 10X magnification to facilitate the
generation of whole-slide level statistics. This was done to ensure
efficient and accurate tissue mask generation. Due to noticeable
variability in slide stain and lighting intensities, color normalization
was applied to each patch to ensure subsequent analysis produced
consistent results. The thumbnail colorspace was normalized using
the Reinhard normalization tool implemented by the HistomiksTK
Python package using the mean and standard color values (LAB
colorspace) from a representative image in the dataset [14]. Tissue
masks were generated from the normalized WSI thumbnails using
Otsu’s method implemented with HistomicsTK [14].

3.3

Many patches represented out-of-focus tissue regions or contained significant non-tissue regions which managed to pass tissue
thresholds due to the significant variability seen with real-world
clinical data (eg. large areas of scratched glass, marker, etc.). To
prevent these uninformative patches from affecting downstream
analysis, a patch-level quality control (QC) filter was applied to each
patch. Patches failing to pass the QC filter were ignored. The filter
is a function that calculates edges from the red color channel using
Sobel edge detection and was inspired by previous works [1, 2, 30].
The Sobel edges were then thresholded at 0.05, and surviving edges
were summed to obtain a total edge metric for the patch. If the total
edge metric failed to surpass a value of 10,000 (value determined
through random patch sampling and visual inspection), the patch
was determined to be of bad quality. This QC filter resulted in significant improvement in the quality of the resulting set of patches,
yet was fast enough to be applied to many thousands of patches
without significant computational overhead. This technique had
the added benefit of filtering out both non-tissue regions missed
by the tissue mask, as well as poorly focused tissue patches. An
example WSI with applied QC filter is shown in Figure 5. Patches
passing both tissue percentage and QC thresholds were used for
model development. The distribution of patches generated per WSI
and fraction rejected by applied tissue and QC filters are shown
in Figure 6. After QC filtering, three WSIs generated fewer than
20 good-quality tissue patches and were removed in subsequent
analysis.

3.4
Figure 4: (a) Whole slide image thumbnail. (b) Tissue mask.
(c) Closing filter applied to tissue mask.
The resulting tissue mask included many small regions of nontissue (dust, scratched glass, and other artifacts) that were picked
up as tissue due to their high contrast relative to the rest of the
non-tissue regions. In order to limit the effects of these common
real-world issues, we applied a morphological closing filter with a
10 × 10 kernel to the tissue mask using the OpenCV Python package [5] This resulted in tissue masks that were free of most small
artifacts. Next, each WSI was tiled into 256 × 256 × 3 patches with
a 50% overlap between neighboring patches in both the vertical

Quality Control

Descriptor Generation and Aggregation

For each patch, grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) properties, discrete cosine transform (DCT) features, and SURF descriptors
were generated [3]. Descriptors were generated for each image
channel and concatenated prior to further dimensional reduction.
GLCM properties were generated using the Python package scikitimage and included: contrast, homogeneity, energy, correlation,
and dissimilarity [28]. These tile descriptors were chosen for their
speed, minimal overlap, and efficacy in other histology classification tasks [29].To improve the speed of model training and remove
redundant information within feature sets, PCA was used to transform 120,000 potential DCT features into 100 principal components
(41.34% explained DCT variance). Bag of visual words (BOVW),
with 100 K-means cluster centers, was used to bin and quantify
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Figure 5: Whole slide image (left). Red patches passed tissue filter but not quality control; green patches passed both and
represent patches used for classifier development. Representative patches shown (right).

3.5

Figure 6: Histogram of patches generated per WSI (top) and
fraction of patches failing tissue detection (middle) and
quality control (bottom) filters.
SURF descriptors across patches. The Python parallelization package dask was used to speed up feature generation by leveraging
multiple CPU cores [12].

Weakly-Supervised Learning

We implemented a weakly-supervised learning model for aggregating the patch-level features and performing classification
at the WSI-level. The proposed method, as shown in Figure 7, is
based on the CHOWDER architecture proposed by Courtiol et al.
[8, 33]. Patch-level features (i.e., DCT, GLCM, and SURF descriptors)
were extracted and fed to an embedding network that outputs a
single feature per patch. The patch feature ranking network is a
simple FCNN with a signal hidden layer which receives trained
patch features as input and the patch feature rank as the output.
The patch feature ranking network condenses the 260 patch-level
image features to a single feature value optimized to succeed in
the biopsy classification task. After the ranking is generated, the
top-10 and bottom-10 values were selected using a Max-Min layer
and aggregated to create a WSI-level MaxMin feature vector. Since
only a few patches in the whole-slide image contain features useful
for classification, all the patches need not be used for classification. The Max-Min layer (containing MaxMin features) is used to
select a number of highly informative patches from the whole-slide
image. We selected the top-10 and bottom-10 values after sorting
because selecting a smaller number of patches, such as 5, resulted
in poor performance (results not shown). Selecting a larger number
of patches, such as 20, resulted in no significant improvement in
model performance. In addition, selecting too many patches would
result in additional WSIs being removed from the analysis due to
too few available patches with features. Selecting only the top-10 or
the bottom-10 values also resulted in poor performance (results not
shown), suggesting that both top and bottom values are important
for classification.
The MaxMin feature vectors were classified using a single hidden
layer FCNN. We found that using a single hidden layer FCNN for the
classifier gave comparable results than two hidden layers (median
ROC AUC: 66.67% vs 63.17%; mean 70.12 ± 20.74% vs 68.17 ± 13.18%
respectively), as shown in Figure 8. Replacing two hidden layers
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Figure 7: Weakly supervised learning workflow.
with one offers a computational advantage, making the network
more efficient without significant loss of classification performance.
Increasing the number of hidden layers will also increase the likelihood of model overfitting, a significant concern with our small
dataset.

3.6

Shallow Learning

To test if our FCNN classifier was the optimal classifier to label WSIs using MaxMin features, nested cross-validation was implemented to test the performance of common shallow learners
including: K-nearest neighbors, support vector machines (linear, radial, polynomial, and sigmoid kernels), decision tree, random forest,
AdaBoost, Gaussian Naive Bayes, and a dummy classifier (always
guesses most likely label from training data). All shallow learning
models were trained to optimize the Matthews correlation coefficient to compensate for imbalance classes. Four-fold nested crossvalidation was implemented using the technique as described in
Sebastian Raschka, 2018 [22]. Hyperparameter tuning within each
fold of internal cross-validation (3-fold internal cross-validation)
and shallow learners were implemented with Scikit-learn [21].

4 RESULTS
4.1 Quality Control Filter Effects

Figure 8: Decreasing FCNN layers increases efficiency without significant loss of accuracy. Median and quartiles are
shown.

Figure 9: Quality Control filter improves model performance. Median and quartiles are shown.

Our additional quality control step yielded a total of 14,438
patches across all slides, removing 99.50% of all potential patches
due to failing to meet our tissue detection and quality control thresholds. We obtained a mean of 336 patches from each slide from which
we calculated 260 features. The improvement in model performance
due to our quality control steps can be seen in Figure 9.

AUC of 64.90 % (average AUC of 68.16 ±-11.78 %). The FCNN model
achieved a median AUC of 63.17 % (mean ROC AUC: 70.12 ± 20.74
%), which is marginally better than those of the best mean shallow
learning model using the same input MaxMin features.

4.2

4.3

Rejection Classification

We used 4-fold Cross-Validation to evaluate the performance of
our weakly-supervised learning model. The top-10 and bottom-10
outputs in the Max-Min layer were selected and concatenated to
perform classification. Nested cross-validation results (Figure 10)
show that a support vector machine with the polynomial kernel
outperformed the other shallow learning models with a median

Model Validation

There is a growing need to validate deep learning models solving
clinical problems [18, 23]. To address this issue, we visualized the
patch-level MaxMin features as a heatmap to identify the patches
that the model was using to determine rejection status, and therefore likely contain meaningful cellular morphology. Figure 11 shows
the importance value overlaid on a whole-slide image with known
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Figure 10: Deep and shallow learners using patch importance features achieve comparable performance. Median and quartiles
are shown.
rejection tissue morphology. The metric highlights potentially clinically meaningful patches. Unfortunately, high MaxMin feature
values detect scratched glass which survived both tissue detection
and QC filters. These surviving patches have high spatial variability
which may have allowed them to escape the quality control process.
Low MaxMin feature values correlate with patches that seem to
show meaningful tissue differences compared with healthy cells.
This heatmap may help pathologists focus on low MaxMin feature
value patches that may be more likely to be informative rather than
manually going through the whole-slide image to find the meaningful patches, thus saving time and effort which can be translated
into improved clinical outcomes.

5

DISCUSSION

Significant advancements have been made in recent years in
the whole-slide level classification of rejection status. A 2017 CNNbased weakly-supervised learning model by Tong et al. achieved
a test-set accuracy of 58.20 (± 8.8) % [27]. Dooley et al. leveraged
manual feature selection to achieve 70.00 % classification accuracy
[10]. In 2019 Zhu et al. utilized convolutional autoencoders for
patch-level feature generation to obtain 72.2 (±11.5) % classification
accuracy [33].

Our implementation of patch-level quality control and effective implementation of Max-Min feature aggregation for weaklysupervised learning lead to an mean accuracy of 75.00 (±12.9) %
and mean ROC AUC: 70.12 (±20) %. Compared to previous works
using this dataset, which achieved a highest mean accuracy of
72.22(±11.5) %, our WSI-level feature aggregation model with an
FCNN classifier is a potential improvement. Our work additionally
achieved a comparable ROC AUC. While the small dataset size limits the ability of model comparison due to the large cross-validation
error bars, the improved data quality in this study further supports
the improved utility of our model.
The improved patch quality and patch-level feature ranking may
allow for improved clinical decision support by suggesting that
slides be rescanned if they fail to generate usable patches. The
improvement in patch quality has been demonstrated both visually
and objectively by comparing the results with and without quality
control.
The lack of patch-level annotation in this dataset further emphasizes the need for the development and optimization of weaklysupervised methods for WSI classification tasks. We tried to overcome this challenge by providing visualizations of MaxMin patch
scores to validate significant results. The presence of non-tissue
patches with large MaxMin scores emphasizes the importance of
automated data curation, and the continued need for patch-level
quality control metrics. Small MaxMin patch scores may be used
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